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A: You have used the wrong kind of Query in the 2nd SELECT. Query 2 is supposed to run on the content in the SPORT_MOVIES table. You should have run another SELECT query, which
SELECTs from the SPORT_MOVIES table and saves the content of that SELECT result in a temporary table, which then is used as input to the 2nd SELECT in your trigger. Assuming you have a
(simple) table: CREATE TABLE demo1 (id int NOT NULL , fname varchar(100) , lname varchar(100) , PRIMARY KEY (id)) ; You can use this Query: SELECT id , fname , lname FROM demo1 INTO
#tmpdemo1 ; SELECT * FROM demo1 INTO #tmpdemo2 ; Once you have the data in #tmpdemo2, you can use it as input in a query like this: SELECT fname , lname FROM #tmpdemo2
WHERE fname ='myfname' AND lname ='mylname' ; I hope this helps you to understand why this works. This website uses its own cookies and third-party cookies (technical and profiling) to
obtain information about users and their browsing habits. In principle, these cookies allow us to adapt the website to their needs, make it more efficient and provide users with services
associated with the browser they are using. You can change these settings, including to disable cookies, in your web browser. Medical parameters Ultrasonic analyzer is used to determine:
Water, fat, protein and other substances in meat and meat product as well as other products. Conducts tests of microbiological nature and determines the changes in bacterial population
during storage. Determines the duration of shelf life and determines shelf life. Screening of the presence of chemical impurities in food substances. Screening the presence of additives,
preservatives, colorants and other substances. Continuous monitoring of the status of food and packaging during storage. Thin films and
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